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[Mar 24, 2020] Due to governmental measures taken to reduce the risk of local transmission, all centre-based 
tuition and enrichment classes in Singapore are suspended from March 26 to April 30. The duration may be 
extended if the situation does not improve.  
 
In order for everyone not to forget what we have learnt so far when the class resumes, self-study practice will be 
implemented for everyone during the period of school closure.  
 

  

Step 1: Translate the English sentences below into Japanese. Please write legibly.  
Step 2: Take a photo of your answers and send them to the teacher via Whatsapp.  
Step 3: Look at your mistakes when the teacher sends it to you after grading. 
  
Deadline of submission: Mar 31, 2020 (Tue) 
*If you wish to print this out to do it, please go ahead by all means. It is not a must.  
 
 
 

1 The test is tomorrow, but please don’t worry.  
Ans: 

  
 First, we translate “the test is tomorrow”. You can write it as 

We notice that there is a “but”. Remember we learn two ways of using “but” in 

Japanese. One way is and another is . For , it is only used at the start of the 

sentence, meaning to say, the previous sentence must end. As for , we can add it to the end 

of the previous sentence and continue it. To say “please don’t…”, you need to use “Verb-  + 

”.   

  
2 The sea is clean and beautiful, and the sky is blue.  
Ans: 

  
 First, let’s review the adjectives clean, beautiful and blue. For “clean”, we learned . For 

“beautiful”, we learned or .  For “blue”, we learned . To join 

sentences, we use na-adjective + , i-adjective + , and noun + . Because it wouldn’t 

make sense to say , we would not pick the same words to use in the same 

sentence.  
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3 I must clean my room today.  
Ans: 

  
 “must” is expressed using “verb- “ .  

  
4 You don’t have to go to work tomorrow.  
Ans: 

  
 Usually, we would say “go to work” as “ ”. The expression “don’t have to” 

uses “verb-  

  
5 I want to travel to Japan now, but I can’t go.  
Ans: 

  
 Recall that “want to …” is “verb- “ and “can’t …” is “verb-dict ”.  

  
6 Before sleeping, please brush your teeth.  
Ans: 

  
 Recall that “before …” is “verb-dict “ and “please …” is “verb- ”.  

  
7 After taking a shower, he watched TV.  
Ans: 

  
 As mentioned in class, “he” is not said in the first part of the sentence. However, in Japanese, it 

is okay to do that. Also recall that “after …” is “verb- “ and that the tense is only shown at 

the verb at the end of the sentence.  
  
8 Two years ago, she lived in India.  
Ans: 

  
 Recall that for “before …” in the case of a number, we just use “number + “. Also, the 

particle used with “live” is always “ ”. Also, for the case of “live”, which is a verb that describes 

a state, we use “verb- “.  

 


